
    
 

‘5 live Ad Hoc 2017’ Commissioning Round 
 

 An ad hoc round for programmes to be broadcast in 2017 

 Round Opens: 03.10.16 

 Round Closes: 12 noon on 08.12.16 
 
 
Brief: 
 
We are looking for ad hoc ideas for 5 live to broadcast in 2017. We are particularly 
interested in hearing ideas that create unique and memorable ‘moments’ on air and 
demonstrate strong ‘news’ credentials. We are open to all ambitious ideas that work either 
within the traditional schedule or take the station into new and exciting territories. We want 
suggestions that create ‘must-listen’ radio. 
 
The station is ambitious around creating original journalism and finding extraordinary 
stories about ordinary people around the UK. We want to reflect and discuss the issues that 
our listeners face in their own communities and hear real life accounts of the challenges 
they face on a daily basis. We want to hear original stories from incredible people and strive 
to reach audiences that other news output won’t reach. 
 
5 live prides itself on getting out on to the streets and taking listener’s into places that they 
haven’t been before, into environments and situations that have previous been 
undiscovered or out of bounds. 
 
We’d also like your ideas for original and creative ways to cover the news diary over the 
next 12 months. Following a very busy 2016, with a massive sporting summer; political 
unrest and intense news agenda, in comparison 2017 gives us the opportunity to create 
some original stories that may or may not be centred on diarised events through the year. 
For example, in the next 12 months the debate around Brexit will continue to rage; the 
political environment will still be creating headlines and the terror threat and diversity will 
still be high on the agenda. 2017 sees the 35th Anniversary of Falklands Invasion and the 
20th Anniversary of the death of Princess Diana. The iconic Test Match Special celebrates its 
60th birthday and with a new US President the world will see a new leading figure dictating 
global affairs. 
 
Your suggestion may work as a stand-alone 5 live programme, or enable the station to work 
with other BBC departments. We would encourage proposals that create impact through 
distinctive journalism that also embrace multi-platform opportunities.  
  
 



The Station: 
5 live connects the people of the UK every day to the fast moving world that we live in. Life’s 
extraordinary and with us our listeners will understand it, feel it and shape it. 
 
We deliver informed, topical national debate to around 6 million listeners every week and 
provide world class coverage of events that bring the nation together through our energy, 
empathy and the way we involve our audience. We can cover over 50 different sports in a 
single year and broadcast unrivalled commentary on events like World Cups; Olympics and 
the Premier League. 
 
The station aims to set the national agenda on big news and sport stories through the 
ownership of key issues and we put the audience at the heart of everything we do.  
 
5 live gets behind the stories   
In 2016, when news of the Paris terror attacks broke we threw out our schedules and rolled 
with the news for 48 hours. When Sierra Leone was finally declared Ebola-free Anna Foster 
presented Drive live with survivors of the disease and when millions of migrants began 
arriving in Europe, we sent our presenters to Turkey, Germany, Austria, Serbia and the 
Netherlands for a special day of broadcasts across the continent. Also, when homes were 
flooded across the north of England, we were in people’s front rooms helping them with 
sand bags. 
 
5 live opens the station up to our audience 
During our EU referendum coverage we held our longest ever phone-in, responding to the 
record number of calls and texts from our listeners with 4,000 listeners contacting 5 live in a 
single day.  We held audience debates all year round – from Nicky Campbell’s Your Call 
every weekday, to 606 football debate, to Peter Allen’s live audience debates. We broadcast 
live from every corner of the UK.  
 
5 live delivers live sport and unique sports journalism  
5 live Sport combines rigorous sports journalism with energetic and electric live 
commentaries, from the Premier League to Rio Olympics. We covered GB’s historic Davis 
Cup win; Tyson Fury’s winning the world heavyweight title; Danny Willett’s shock Masters 
Golf win and Lewis Hamilton’s defending his F1 title. But 5 live Sport delivers more than live 
sport – we also produce the most unique sports journalism and documentaries, which this 
year has included: ‘Blind Faithful’: following sports fans who follow their teams live despite 
not being able to see the ball hit the back of the net or a batsman hit a ball for 6; 
‘Hillsborough - The Truth’: looking back at the day itself and the fight for justice by families 
and fans in the 27 years since and ‘Dementia and the Power of Sport’: how the power of 
sport is used to help people living with dementia. 
 
5 live engages with new audiences 
One thousand children applied for our Young Commentator of the Year competition, and 
the competition media bus travelled to 6 schools in 6 days in England, Scotland and Wales. 
Also, over a thousand listeners played football in 5 live’s Battle of the 5 a side’s for Sport 
Relief - a non-stop 57 hour football match (the duration of an entire premier league season), 
raising £370,000 for the charity. 



 
5 live is a modernising force in British radio 
In the past 2 years we have changed the way every producer works, putting short form 
digital success at the heart of what we do, bringing our content to new audiences on new 
platforms. 5 live In Short (online audio and video clip plays) trebled its audience in a single 
year with 4 million clip plays regularly clocked up every month. 5 live News and 5 live Sport’s 
Facebook pages now reach in excess of 20 million people a week and on Twitter, 
@5liveSport is now the 5th biggest account at the BBC. 
 
5 live works with Indies to delivers original, creative journalism and innovative radio  
When Parliament voted for action in Syria, we worked with Snappin Turtle to send Tony 
Livesey to RAF Akrotiri in Cyprus, with exclusive access to pilots and the airbase. When the 
health service was top of the news agenda, with Wire Free Productions we reported live for 
24 hours from a hospital in our longest ever continuous OB and ran a series of revealing 
audio diaries from three Junior Doctors. Working with The Naked Scientists we broadcast 
the first ever real time post mortem on the radio and our short documentary strand with TBI 
Media “2035” painted a picture of what news we might be broadcasting 20 years from now. 
Also in 2016, Tongue Tied Media worked with Judge Rob Rinder to unlock the secrets of the 
courtroom and Audio Always took 5 live weather man Simon King back to the Gulf Coast of 
America to the National Hurricane Centre 10 years on from Hurricane Katrina. 
 
 
Guide Price 
 
The guide price for a typical 1 hour programme or documentary on 5 live is between £4000-
£5000. Additional budget is available for bigger projects. 
 
 
How to Submit 
 
Applications to be considered in the tender process must take the following form: 

 You must be registered with BBC Radio HQ to submit programmes.  

 Written proposals should be submitted via the BBCs Proteus system in the ‘5 live Ad-
Hoc 2017’ file. No additional materials should be submitted at this stage. 

 A maximum of 2 ideas per company should be submitted. 
 
Key Dates 
 

 Round Opens 03.10.16 

 Round Closes 12 noon on 08.12.16 

 We will aim to feedback to all ideas via Proteus by 06.01.17 
 
 
Should you have any questions please contact Commissioning Editor Richard Maddock 
(Richard.maddock@bbc.co.uk).  
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